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In past columns I have addressed many of the 
issues that women face in academia. One, accord-
ing to a study published last year in the journal 
“Science,” is the general perception that they are less 
“smart” than their male counterparts. The other is 
that despite the fact that 60 percent of postdoctoral 
students – the main pipeline for college professors – 
are women, only 46 percent of assistant professors, 
the entry-level job in academia, are women. To make 
things sadder, this percentage is even worse at high-
er rankings. Only 23 percent of full professors are 
women. And, according to a study by the American 
Association of University Professors, women earn on 
average 10 percent less than males. 

And now there is even worse news. In certain 
disciplines women who form part of a research team 
with men are considered less important to the work 
than their male counterparts. According to a study 
by Heather Sarsons, who is currently completing her 
dissertation at Harvard University, women are given 
less credit when doing collaborative work with men. 
That seems to be the case among economists. I sus-
pect, based on my own observations, it is the same in 
many other disciplines.

Sarsons compiled data on the publication records 
of young economists recruited by top universities in 
the U.S. over the last 40 years. She found that despite 
the fact that women in the field publish as much as 
men, they are twice as likely to be denied tenure. 
Not only that, but she found that the female econ-
omists who enjoyed the same career success as men 
worked alone, which means that if they collaborated 

with male colleagues their contributions were not as 
appreciated as those of their male counterparts. 

Her study, titled “Gender Differences in Recognition 
of Group Work,” concluded that male and female 
economists are given roughly equal credit for work 
they perform alone, but in group work, women 
receive far less credit.

Obviously, when a female economist writes a paper 
on her own, there is no question about who deserves 
the credit and each additional solo research paper 
raises the probability of getting tenure by about 8 or 
9 percent, according to Sarsons. Thus, the career ben-
efit from publishing a solo paper is about the same 
for women as it is for men. The problem, according to 
this study, is that men, unlike women, also get just as 
much credit for collaborative research, and there is no 
statistical difference in the career prospects of male 
authors of individually written papers and those of 
papers written as part of a research team.

Further, when women write with co-authors, the 
benefit to their career prospects is much less than 
half that accorded to men. Women get full credit, in 
terms of earning tenure, only when writing papers 
with other women. Writing one with a man has no 
impact on the female author, only the male. Hence, 
teamwork does not work for women.

This is particularly a matter of concern in academia 

where the proportion of co-authored papers has 
been increasing over time in all fields. The reason 
is very simple. More and more problems require an 
interdisciplinary perspective and that is why you 
need more than one author to bring in her or his own 
perspective. 

How to solve this problem? Obviously misogyny – 
as well as racism – is widespread in academia despite 
accusations by outsiders that higher education suf-
fers from too much political correctness. While that 
might be true when it comes to public perceptions, 
my own experience is that such is not the case when 
it comes to reality.

One of the steps colleges and universities can take 
to diminish the negative impact of sexism in aca-
demia is to make sure that both search and tenure 
and promotion committees have equal representation 
regarding gender. That should create an environment 
where at least overt sexism can be avoided.

Another step is for peer-reviewed periodicals to 
make sure that authors are mentioned in strict alpha-
betical order, creating at least the impression that 
contributions among different authors are equally 
important. Further, if the contributions were unequal 
in terms of efforts by the authors, to be explicit about 
that. This is a step that has been taken by many pro-
fessional journals in the areas of natural sciences and 
sociology. 

Of course, another alternative for administrators 
and colleagues would be to push female junior facul-
ty to publish as sole authors. Of course, that would 
be very unfair to them. First, the loss of opportu-

nities of collaboration with their male counterparts 
will damage not only the chances to advance their 
careers by closing doors to interesting interdisciplin-
ary research, but also by diminishing opportunities 
for widespread networking within academia. 

If one of the final goals of academia is to create 
an atmosphere in which the best ideas thrive, then 
higher education has to become “gender blind” when 
it comes to the evaluation of the contributions of its 
members. 

Finally, let’s not forget that in addition to all the 
obstacles women in academia face, women have 
to deal with other issues, such as sexual harass-
ment (more common in certain disciplines such as 
philosophy or astronomy) as well as those directly 
linked to biology. Unlike Scandinavian and other 
European countries which have very supportive pol-
icies regarding maternity leave (and even paternity 
leave to help support young mothers), the U.S. has 
virtually no national policies in that regard. Even in 
cases when colleges and universities have policies 
to delay the “tenure clock” because of maternity, 
pregnant women face peer-pressure to come back to 
work as soon as possible since that may affect not 
only their scholarly output but also their students’ 
evaluations which are always an important part of 
their tenure portfolio.

Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and college pro-
fessor with leadership experience in higher education.  
He can be contacted through his website at: http://www.
aromerojr.net.
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But nothing in the Glen Carbon codes say that development along 
an easement requires developers to upgrade roads to the minimum 
street code.

 “Our current codes say if a subdivision is going to utilize a street, 
and if that street is not up to standards before a subdivision is 
allowed, the developer has to bring that street up to code,” Schrempf 
said. “There is no mention of easements.”

Jackstadt said he is concerned about future development along Jo 
Lee Lane and other private roads in Glen Carbon.

A sewer line extension was recently constructed in the area that 
opens the area up for development.

“My concern is the potential future development by other landown-
ers among the existing lot owners in the area. The additional traffic 
and use of the road would not be consistent with the original intent of 
those who originally signed onto the easement,” Jackstadt said.

Schrempf’s opinion is that the current holders of the easement have 
some responsibility for the management of the road.

“My thought is the easement does provide a form of access, unfortu-
nately the people on that easement didn’t take the further step to devel-
op a maintenance agreement or how the holders would split costs,” he 
said. “With all due speed we need to revisit our subdivision ordinance.”

Rocca said he hopes the discussion will lead to some positive chang-
es.

“There are a lot of private roads and easements in Glen Carbon,” he 
said. “This issue is just starting. We’ve got the original owners of large 
lots selling property and new owners looking to develop. The village 
needs a standard code regarding the development of property along 
private roads and easements that is fair to everyone.” 

The village approved the Maribel Meadows Subdivision based on 
the fact that it was just one house that would be added to Jo Lee Lane. 
All trustee agreed that revisiting the subdivision codes should be a 
priority to avoid future problems with developments along private 
easements.
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“Architects design buildings.  
They have friends that help them.  
Engineers.  They make blueprints 
on paper and computers about what 
they want the building to look like.”

“Like Kohl’s,” one student point-
ed out.

“And Target,” another noted.
“Yes. So we know that archi-

tects and engineers build those,” 
McDaniel said.  “Today we’re going 
to use our imagination.  You’re 
using your background knowledge 
and all that you know.  You’re going 

to make shapes from math, and 
we’re going to make structures with 
marshmallows and toothpicks.”

McDaniel further instructed the 
students to use their blueprints, 
hand-drawn designs, that they had 
made the previous day as a guide to 
build their marshmallow structure.  
“We’re going to try to make them 
really strong because after we make 
them, what are we going to do?” she 
asked.  “We’re going to put some-
thing on them to see if it will hold 
or fall down.”

She stressed that some of their 
structures, such as the sample one 
she had made that was already sag-
ging, will fall down.  “Have I tried 
really hard though?  Yes. So if it falls 
down, that’s OK because we are 

learning when it falls down.  I know 
next time what I can do to help it 
not fall down,” McDaniel noted.

About that time, the emergen-
cy warning siren blared outside 
for the monthly test of the sys-
tem.  McDaniel quickly assured the 
students that this was just a test 
siren and that they were completely 
safe.   But the sirens prompted one 
of the students to start a discussion 
about tornadoes and safety which 
McDaniel used as a learning oppor-
tunity to talk to her students about 
tornadoes.

Once she redirected the stu-
dents back to building structures, 
McDaniel had her students return 
to their desks where they began 
building their marshmallow struc-

tures.  
The multi-day activity included 

the students testing the sturdiness 
of their structures as well as a writ-
ing assignment where they will 
write about their experience learn-
ing about architecture and engi-
neering.

McDaniel, who has been teaching 
since 1999, has taught first grade 
at Glen Carbon Elementary for the 
past 12 years.  “I love this age.  I 
love seeing how they learn and 
explore,” she said.  “They are just 
so excited.  Like on the carpet we 
talked about 10 different topics.  We 
started out with this and ended up 
on tornadoes for a minute.  So they 
keep you young and whimsical and 
using your imagination.”
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“It’s pretty cool to have the world premiere here, and then Gypsy 
will play a concert,” Canal said.

The documentary has a run time of 1 hour and 15 minutes, fol-
lowed by question and answer with members of the band and a 
concert for 1 hour and 20 minutes. There will also be a meet and 
greet in the lobby after each show.

“If you were here for the filming last April, you should definitely 
be here. There are a lot of audience scenes,” Canal said. “It’s going 
to be a huge, huge day for us.”

At 8 p.m. on Feb. 27, Shameless: The Garth Brooks Experience 
will fill the theatre with country music, led by Nathan Orr.

“We are trying to get a little bit more of country here. It’s always 
been popular,” Canal said. “They do a lot of shows around here, 
and every once in a while they do the tribute to Garth Brooks. 
People have a great time with it.”

Tickets are $20.
March will also start with a fun-packed show, according to Canal, 

as Albert Cummings will be on the main stage at 8 p.m. on March 5.
“Cummings is getting a lot of notoriety for playing his style of 

blues,” Canal said. “His manager contacted us, because this was a 
really cool place to play.”

Cummings has played alongside B.B. King, Johnny Winter and 
Buddy Guy.

Signed with Blind Pig Records, the blues magician is an 
up-and-coming star in the genre, according to Canal.

“If you love the blues and most likely know who Albert 
Cummings is, then you know you should be here. If you love the 
blues and don’t know who he is, you should come see him. If you 
mildly like good guitar playing, come see the show,” Canal said. 
“Something tells me that the next time he comes around he may be 
in a bigger place, and it will be more expensive. We are very lucky 
to get him.”

Tickets are $20.
On Feb. 16, the $2 movie will be “The Searchers.”
The 1956 movie features John Wayne, who plays Ethan Edwards 

who returns home to Texas after the Civil War and tracks down 
Comanches after members of his brother ’s family are killed or 
abducted.

“It’s considered to be one of the best Westerns of all time,” Canal 
said. 

The movie is rated PG and has a run time of 1 hour and 59 min-
utes.
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Due to the discovery, Hudson was to be detained for further investiga-
tion, but he failed to cooperate and was placed under arrest.

According to police, during a search of the vehicle, 237 grams of canna-
bis were found — 17 grams in a Mason Jar and 220 grams inside a freezer 
bag located in a Doritos bag.

Two scales, a grinder and another pipe were also found during the 
search, police reported.

Hudson was also in possession of $890 in cash.
An investigation is ongoing into the incident.
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First grader Lucy Bixter works on her marshmallow-and-toothpick structures in Ginger McDaniel's class at Glen Carbon 
Elementary School.
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By EDWARD HUSAR
The (Quincy) Herald-Whig

LOUISIANA, Mo. (AP) — In 1816, a young 
pioneer from Kentucky, James Hart Stark, home-
steaded on the western shore of the Mississippi 
River at the site of what is now Louisiana, Mo.

Stark had brought along a bundle of apple tree 
scions that he planted in the rich soils he found 
in the area.

Stark's efforts that year took root and grew to 
become Stark Bro's Nurseries & Orchards Co. — 
now the oldest fruit-tree nursery in the world and 
one of America's oldest businesses.

The Herald-Whig reports that as the company 
begins marking its 200th anniversary this year, 
its positive impact on the city of Louisiana also is 
being celebrated.

"We're lucky to have a company that has the 
longevity of Stark Bro's in our community," said 
Chris Koetters, director of the Louisiana Chamber 
of Commerce and the Louisiana Visitors and 
Convention Bureau.

Koetters said Stark Bro's is one of the three 
largest employers in Louisiana, and its national 
headquarters and garden center have been draw-
ing visitors from around the Midwest for years.

"Many of those people come here just to pick up 
a tree," he said. "It's pretty amazing. It honestly is 
a tourist attraction."

Stark Bro's also is a longtime economic engine 
in the 3,355-population city of Louisiana because 
it has been a source of employment for genera-
tions of local families.

Elmer Kidd, the chief production officer, in 
May will mark his 50th year with the company. 
He started at age 13 carrying water to workers in 
the fields.

"Stark Bro's grew up with America, and I grew 
up with Stark Bro's," he said.

Kidd's father, grandfather and great-grand-
father all worked for Stark Bro's at one time or 
another. Two of Kidd's children also work for the 
company.

"This is a special place," Kidd said. "This com-
pany is the fabric of the community. I mean, Stark 
Bro's was here before the town was."

Indeed, the company that James Hart Stark 
founded was launched two years before Louisiana 
was formed in 1818 and five years before Missouri 
became the nation's 24th state in 1821.

"Businesses come and businesses go," Kidd 
said. "For whatever reason, this one stood the test 
of time."

Ken Lane, chief marketing officer, acknowledg-
es the firm's longevity puts it in a unique position 
as one of the oldest companies in Missouri, if not 
the oldest.

"It is a significant milestone for a company to 
survive just one century," he said. "To reach 200 
years in business is almost unheard of."

Lane said Stark Bro's has managed to persevere 
because it continues to offer certain products 
that can't be found elsewhere, including certain 
species of fruit and nut trees developed in test 
orchards and propagated on the company's spa-
cious grounds.

Stark Bro's is perhaps best known for intro-
ducing the Red Delicious and Golden Delicious 
varieties of apples, which, according to Lane, 
account for 40 percent of all apple sales world-
wide. Another popular variety that emerged from 
Stark Bro's is the Gala apple, which first appeared 
in the 1970s.

Lane said the Red Delicious, which came out 
in 1893, was brought to the attention of the Stark 
family during a fair.

"Somebody said, 'Here, taste these.' And, as 
the story goes, one of the Stark brothers said, 
'Delicious!'" Lane said.

The company bought the rights to the apple 
and was soon propagating and selling the fruit 
trees.

"It wasn't called the Red Delicious at first 
because it didn't need a differentiator," Lane 
said. "It was simply the Delicious apple until the 
Golden Delicious came along. Then they said, 
'This has to be called the Red Delicious.'"

The Golden Delicious was another game-chang-
er for Stark Bro's because of its intense popularity.

"In 1914, we received samples of what became 
the Golden Delicious apple," Lane said.

Tree nursery to mark 200th anniversary


